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Sunnytek have Victron as 
a main supplier for 
electronics and 
components to our 
battery based 
installations. Victron have 
excellent reputation in 
tropical areas where 
Sunnytek have a focus to 
work in the future. Victron 
have a broad programme 
of electronics, electric 
components and battery 
solutions that can fullfil 
most demands for most 
different demands.
What is available on 
Victron home page is 
available from us and 
local colleagues to 
attractive costs

Sunnytek Sweden    Glimmervägen 8 187 34 Täby, Sweden                       E-Mail             sales@sunnytek.se
Sunnytek Burundi     Avenue Ndora 3 No 27 Bujumbura, Burundi               E-Mail        barnabe@sunnytek.nu
Web sites                  www.sunnytek.se            www.sunnytek.nu                All Registered companies
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Energy. Anytime. Anywhere.

Victron inside and out
Depending on the model, Eole Water uses a range of Victron 
Energy products inside and out in their automatic water 
generators:

 Management Systems[BMS])

 monitoring)

For further information on Eole Water projects pease visit:
http://www.eolewater.com/
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DC Systems
In DC systems solar energy is converted into regulated DC. Consequently the regulated DC is fed to the batteries and 
consumers. An inverter powers any AC consumers that are connected to the DC system. Unlike in DC systems, solar power is 
directly converted into AC in AC systems. 

DC systems

1. DC consumers
A solar panel feeds the consumers practically directly. The only item in between the panel and the power consumer is a charge 
controller. This BlueSolar Charge Controller controls the voltages for the consumers and the batteries. 

Solar Panels

Batteries

DC OUT

BlueSolar charge controller 
MPPT 75/15
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Energy. Anytime. Anywhere.

The 38 kWp solar power is generating an average energy of 
180kWh per day, which is partly used by the lodge during the 
day and also stored in the battery bank for night use.

During overcast days and high night loads the generator 
automatically starts based on the SOC (State of Charge) 
setting in the BMV battery monitors. The Color Control GX is 
connected via long range Wi-Fi to the Wi-Fi satellite router 
which connects to the internet for remote monitoring and 
management.

The entire lodge can run from solar including the borehole 
pump, water treatment plant, the diving compressor, the 
cold and freezer rooms, fridges and other restaurant and bar 
equipment. During the night the load is minimised by using 
timers switching off non-essentials to minimise the use of 
energy from the battery bank during the night.

For further information on Nuarro Lodge please visit:
http://www.nuarro.com/
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The all-in-one solar power solution

All-in-one solar power solution 
The EasySolar combines a MPPT solar charge controller, an inverter/charger and AC distribution 
in one enclosure. 
The product is easy to install, with a minimum of wiring. 
 
The solar charge controller: Blue Solar MPPT 100/50 
Up to three strings of PV panels can be connected to three sets of MC4 (PV-ST01) PV connectors. 
 
The inverter/charger: MultiPlus Compact 12/1600/70 or 24/1600/40 
The MPPT charge controller and the MultiPlus Compact inverter/charger share the DC battery 
cables (included). The batteries can be charged with solar power (BlueSolar MPPT) and/or with AC 
power (inverter/charger) from the utility grid or a genset. 
 
AC distribution 
The AC distribution consists of a RCD (30 mA/16 A) and four AC outputs protected by two 10A 
and two 16A circuit breakers. 
One 16A output is controlled by the AC input: it will switch on only when AC is available. 
 
PowerAssist 
Unique PowerAssist technology protects the utility or generator supply from being overloaded 
by adding extra inverter power when needed. 
 
Unique solar application software 
Several software programs (Assistants) are available to configure the system for various grid 
interactive or stand-alone applications. Please see  
http://www.victronenergy.nl/support-and-downloads/software/ 

VE.Direct 
MPPT 100|50 

EasySolar 12V and 24V, 1600VA 
EasySolar 12V and 24V, 1600VA
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ECOmulti
A simple wall mounted energy storage solution

BIDERECTIONAL CONVERTER

GridAssist function In case of overload the ECOmulti  
will import power from the grid to prevent system shutdown. 

Maximum AC current feed-through 50 A 
AC voltage 230 V 50 Hz single phase 
Cont. output power at 25°C 3000 VA 
Cont. output power at 25°C 2500 W 
Cont. output power at 40°C 2200 W 
Peak power 6000 W 
Maximum efficiency 94% 
Power factor range (when connected to the grid) 0,7 inductive to 0,7 capacitive (programmable) 
Zero load power (W) 15 W 

Zero load power in AES mode 
10 W 

(island mode operation with AC output lowered 
to 200 V when load < 50 Watt) 

Charge voltage 'absorption' 28,2 V 
Charge voltage 'float’ 26,7 V 
Maximum charge current 70 A 
Maximum battery depth of discharge (DoD) 80% 

Auxiliary output To connect additional loads once the battery 
has been fully charged: 16 A relay 

Programmable relay For monitoring, alarm or other purposes 

VE.Bus communication port For parallel and three phase operation, remote monitoring, remote control and system 
integration 

General purpose communication port Yes 
Remote on-off Yes 

BATTERY
Technology Lithium Iron Phosphate 
Nominal voltage 25,6 V 
Nominal energy at 25°C 2,3 kWh 
Nominal capacity at 25°C 90 Ah 
Nominal capacity at 0°C 72 Ah 
Nominal capacity at -20°C 45 Ah 

Battery Management System Cell balancing, and system shutdown in case of 
cell over voltage, cell under voltage and over temperature 

Cycle life, 80% DoD 2000 cycles 
Cycle life, 70% DoD 3000 cycles 
Cycle life, 50% DoD 5000 cycles 
Max storage time at 25 °C 1 year 

OTHER

Display 

Graphical display 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

Ethernet (standard) and Wifi (optional) for remote monitoring and control 
Data storage and graphical display on vrm.victronenergy.com 

Android and iPhone apps 
Operating temperature -20 to + 40°C
Storage temperature -40 to + 50°C
Protection category IP22 
Humidity 95% non condensing 

Warranty System: 5 years 
Battery: 3 years full warranty plus 7 years prorated warranty  

ENCLOSURE
Colour Blue RAL 5012 
Weight  Without battery: 28 kg    With battery: 60 kg 
Dimensions (hxwxd)  475 x 575 x 360 mm 

STANDARDS
Safety EN 60335-1, EN 60335-2-29, VDE-AR-N 4105 
Emission, Immunity EN 55014-1, EN 55014-2, EN 61000-3-3 

Victron Energy B.V.   /   De Paal 35
1351 JG Almere   /   The Netherlands

Phone:  +31 (0)36 535 97 00
Fax:  +31 (0)36 535 97 40
e-mail:  sales@victronenergy.com

www.victronenergy.com

Nighttime
During the night the ECOmulti is disconnected from the grid. The home is powered 
by energy stored in the battery.  The ECOmulti will reconnect t he grid when the 
battery is discharged.

Battery charging
The next day, when the PV array produces sufficient power to supply the loads and to 
start charging the battery, the ECOmulti will regulate charge current to absorb nearly 
100% of the surplus PV power.

Discharging during the day
When PV output is reduced by clouds or when a power hungry load is switched on, 
resulting in no surplus PV power available, battery charging will stop. Insufficient PV 
power will be supplemented by power from the ECOmulti. In case of overload power 
will be imported from the grid to supplement power from the ECOmulti (GridAssist 
function), and system shut down due to overload will be prevented.

Battery fully charged
Once the battery is fully charged, additional loads (for example the water heater) can 
be switched on, or surplus power will be exported to the grid.

End of the day
The ECOmulti disconnects from the grid about 10 minutes after PV power has 
become insufficient to provide any charge current. In order to prevent false disconnec-
tions due to lack of sun during the day, the inverter/charger also uses an internal timer 
to predict the end of the day.

UPS function
When the grid fails, the ECOmulti will continue to power the home.

mailto:sales@sunnytek.se
mailto:barnabe@sunnytek.nu
http://www.sunnytek.se
http://www.sunnytek.nu
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Inverters small and large models. Chargers for grid etc and all 
combinations where battery and grid is involved in any way. 
The Victron blue boxes are well know all over the world
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MultiPlus inverter/charger 800VA- 5kVA 230V
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Two AC Outputs 
The main output has no break functionality. The MultiPlus takes over the supply to the connected loads in the 
event of a grid failure or when shore/generator power is disconnected. This happens so fast (less than 
20 milliseconds) that computers and other electronic equipment will continue to operate without disruption. 
The second output is live only when AC is available on one of the inputs of the MultiPlus. Loads that should not 
discharge the battery, like a water heater for example can be connected to this output (second output available 
on models rated at 3 kVA and more). 
 

Virtually unlimited power thanks to parallel operation 
Up to 6 Multis can operate in parallel to achieve higher power output. Six 24/5000/120 units, for example, will 
provide 25 kW / 30 kVA output power with 720 Amps charging capacity. 
 

Three phase capability 
In addition to parallel connection, three units of the same model can be configured for three phase output. But 
that’s not all: up to 6 sets of three units can be parallel connected for a huge 75 kW / 90 kVA inverter and more 
than 2000 Amps charging capacity. 
 

PowerControl - Dealing with limited generator, shore side or grid power 
The MultiPlus is a very powerful battery charger. It will therefore draw a lot of current from the generator or shore 
side supply (nearly 10 A per 5 kVA Multi at 230 VAC). With the Multi Control Panel a maximum generator or shore 
current can be set. The MultiPlus will then take account of other AC loads and use whatever is extra for charging, 
thus preventing the generator or shore supply from being overloaded. 
 

PowerAssist - Boosting the capacity of shore or generator power 
This feature takes the principle of PowerControl to a further dimension. It allows the MultiPlus to supplement the 
capacity of the alternative source. Where peak power is so often required only for a limited period, the MultiPlus 
will make sure that insufficient shore or generator power is immediately compensated for by power from the 
battery. When the load reduces, the spare power is used to recharge the battery. 
 

Solar energy: AC power available even during a grid failure 
The Quattro can be used in off grid as well as grid connected PV and other alternative energy systems. 
Loss of mains detection software is available. 
 

System configuring 
- In case of a stand-alone application, if settings have to be changed, this can be done in a matter of minutes 

with a DIP switch setting procedure. 
- Parallel and three phase applications can be configured with VE.Bus Quick Configure and VE.Bus System 

Configurator software.  
- Off grid, grid interactive and self-consumption applications, involving grid-tie inverters and/or MPPT Solar 

Chargers can be configured with Assistants (dedicated software for specific applications). 
 

On-site Monitoring and control 
Several options are available: Battery Monitor, Multi Control Panel, Ve.Net Blue Power Panel, Color Control 
Panel, smartphone or tablet (Bluetooth Smart), laptop or computer (USB or RS232). 
 

Remote Monitoring and control 
Victron Ethernet Remote, Victron Global Remote and the Color Control Panel. 
Data can be stored and displayed on our VRM (Victron Remote Management) website, free of charge. 
 

Remote configuring 
When connected to the Ethernet, systems with a Color Control panel can be accessed and settings can be 
changed. 

MultiPlus Inverter/Charger 
800 VA – 5 kVA Lithium Ion battery compatible 

MultiPlus Compact 
12/2000/80 

MultiPlus 
24/3000/70 

Color Control Panel, showing a  
PV application 

Lithium Ion battery compatible
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Two AC inputs with integrated transfer switch 
The Quattro can be connected to two independent AC sources, for example the public grid and a generator, or 
two generators. The Quattro will automatically connect to the active source. 
 

Two AC Outputs 
The main output has no-break functionality. The Quattro takes over the supply to the connected loads in the 
event of a grid failure or when shore/generator power is disconnected. This happens so fast (less than 
20 milliseconds) that computers and other electronic equipment will continue to operate without disruption. 
The second output is live only when AC is available on one of the inputs of the Quattro. Loads that should not 
discharge the battery, like a water heater for example can be connected to this output. 
 

Virtually unlimited power thanks to parallel operation 
Up to 6 Quattro units can operate in parallel. Six units 48/10000/140, for example, will provide 54 kW / 60 kVA 
output power and 840 Amps charging capacity. 
 

Three phase capability 
Three units can be configured for three phase output. But that’s not all: up to 6 sets of three units can be parallel 
connected to provide 162 kW / 180 kVA inverter power and more than 2500 A charging capacity. 
 

PowerControl – Dealing with limited generator, shoreside or grid power 
The Quattro is a very powerful battery charger. It will therefore draw a lot of current from the generator or 
shoreside supply (16 A per 5 kVA Quattro at 230 VAC). A current limit can be set on each AC input. The Quattro 
will then take account of other AC loads and use whatever is spare for charging, thus preventing the generator 
or mains supply from being overloaded. 
 

PowerAssist – Boosting shore or generator power 
This feature takes the principle of PowerControl to a further dimension allowing the Quattro to supplement the 
capacity of the alternative source. Where peak power is so often required only for a limited period, the Quattro 
will make sure that insufficient mains or generator power is immediately compensated for by power from the 
battery. When the load reduces, the spare power is used to recharge the battery. 
 

Solar energy: AC power available even during a grid failure 
The Quattro can be used in off grid as well as grid connected PV and other alternative energy systems. 
Loss of mains detection software is available.  

System configuring 
- In case of a stand-alone application, if settings have to be changed, this can be done in a matter of 

minutes with a DIP switch setting procedure. 
- Parallel and three phase applications can be configured with VE.Bus Quick Configure and VE.Bus System 

Configurator software. 
- Off grid, grid interactive and self-consumption applications, involving grid-tie inverters and/or MPPT 

Solar Chargers can be configured with Assistants (dedicated software for specific applications). 
 

On-site Monitoring and control 
Several options are available: Battery Monitor, Multi Control Panel, Ve.Net Blue Power panel, Color Control 
panel, smartphone or tablet (Bluetooth Smart), laptop or computer (USB or RS232). 
 

Remote Monitoring and control 
Victron Ethernet Remote, Victron Global Remote and the Color Control Panel. 
Data can be stored and displayed on our VRM (Victron Remote Management) website, free of charge. 
 

Remote configuring 
When connected to the Ethernet, systems with a Color Control panel can be accessed and settings can be 
changed. 
 

Quattro 
48/5000/70-100/100 

Quattro 
24/3000/70-50/50

Quattro Inverter/Charger 
3kVA - 15kVA Lithium Ion battery compatible 

Color Control panel, showing a 
PV application 

Quattro inverter/charger 3kVA - 15kVA 230V Lithium Ion battery compatible
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 Multifunctional, with intelligent power management 
The MultiPlus is a powerful true sine wave inverter, a sophisticated battery charger that features adaptive charge 
technology, and a high-speed AC transfer switch in a single compact enclosure. Next to these primary functions, the 
MultiPlus has several advanced features, as outlined below. 
 
Two AC Outputs 
The main output has no-break functionality. The MultiPlus takes over the supply to the connected loads in the event of 
a grid failure or when shore-/generator power is disconnected. This happens so fast (less than 20 milliseconds) that 
computers and other electronic equipment will continue to operate without disruption. 
The second output is live only when AC is available on the input of the MultiPlus. Loads that should not discharge the 
battery, like a water heater for example, can be connected to this output (second output available on models rated at 
3kVA and more). 
 
Virtually unlimited power thanks to parallel operation 
Up to six Multis can operate in parallel to achieve higher power output. Six 24/3000/70 units, for example, provide 
15kW / 18kVA output power with 420 Amps of charging capacity. 
 
Three phase capability 
In addition to parallel connection, three units can be configured for three-phase output. But that’s not all: with three 
strings of six parallel units a 45 kW / 54 kVA three phase inverter and 1260 A charger can be built. 
 
Split phase options 
Two units can be stacked to provide 120-0-120 V, and additional units can be paralleled up to a total of 6 units per 
phase, to supply up to 30 kW / 36 kVA of split phase power. 
Alternatively, a split phase AC source can be obtained by connecting our autotransformer (see data sheet on 
www.victronenergy.com) to a ‘European’ inverter programmed to supply 240 V / 60 Hz. 
 
PowerControl - Dealing with limited generator, shore side or grid power 
The MultiPlus is a very powerful battery charger. It will therefore draw a lot of current from the generator or shore side 
supply (nearly 20 A per 3 kVA MultiPlus at 120 VAC). With the Multi Control Panel a maximum generator or shore 
current can be set. The MultiPlus will then take account of other AC loads and use whatever is extra for charging, thus 
preventing the generator or shore supply from being overloaded. 
 
PowerAssist - Boosting the capacity of shore or generator power 
This feature takes the principle of PowerControl to a further dimension. It allows the MultiPlus to supplement the 
capacity of the alternative source. Where peak power is so often required only for a limited period, the MultiPlus will 
make sure that insufficient shore or generator power is immediately compensated for by power from the battery. When 
the load reduces, the spare power is used to recharge the battery. 
 
Four stage adaptive charger and dual bank battery charging 
The main output provides a powerful charge to the battery system by means of advanced ‘adaptive charge’ software. 
The software fine-tunes the three stage automatic process to suit the condition of the battery, and adds a fourth stage 
for long periods of float charging. The adaptive charge process is described in more detail on the Phoenix Charger 
datasheet and on our website, under Technical Information. In addition to this, the MultiPlus will charge a second 
battery using an independent trickle charge output intended for a main engine or generator starter battery. 
 
System configuring has never been easier 
After installation, the MultiPlus is ready to go. 
If settings have to be changed, this can be done in a matter of minutes with a DIP switch setting procedure. Even 
parallel and 3-phase operation can be programmed with DIP switches: no computer needed! 
Alternatively, VE.Net can be used instead of the DIP switches. 
And sophisticated software (VE.Bus Quick Configure and VE.Bus System Configurator) is available to configure several 
new, advanced, features. 

MultiPlus Inverter/Charger 2 kVA and 3 kVA
(120 V/60 Hz)  Lithium-Ion battery compatible

PowerAssist with 2x MultiPlus in parallel 

MultiPlus  
24/3000/70 

Five parallel units: output power 12,5 kW 

MultiPlus Compact 
12/2000/80 

MultiPlus inverter/charger 2kVA and 3kVA 120V Lithium Ion battery compatible
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Skylla-i battery charger 24V
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 Skylla-i (1+1): two outputs to charge 2 battery banks 
The Skylla-i (1+1) features 2 isolated outputs. The second output, limited to approximately 4 A and with a 
slightly lower output voltage, is intended to top up a starter battery. 
 
Skylla-i (3): three full current outputs to charge 3 battery banks 
The Skylla-i (3) features 3 isolated outputs. All outputs can supply the full rated output current. 
 
Rugged 
Aluminium epoxy powder coated cases with drip shield and stainless steel fixings withstand the rigors of 
an adverse environment: heat, humidity and salt air.
Circuit boards are protected with an acrylic coating for maximum corrosion resistance.
Temperature sensors ensure that power components will always operate within specified limits, if needed 
by automatic reduction of output current under extreme environmental conditions. 
 
Flexible 
Next to a CAN bus (NMEA2000) interface, a rotary switch, DIP switches and potentiometers are available to 
adapt the charge algorithm to a particular battery and its conditions of use. 
Please refer to the manual for a complete overview of the possibilities. 
 
Important features: 
 
Synchronised parallel operation 
Several chargers can be synchronised with the CAN bus interface. This is achieved by simply 
interconnecting the chargers with RJ45 UTP-cables. Please see the manual for details. 
 
The right amount of charge for a lead-acid battery: variable absorption time 
When only shallow discharges occur the absorption time is kept short in order to prevent overcharging of 
the battery. After a deep discharge the absorption time is automatically increased to make sure that the 
battery is completely recharged. 
 
Preventing damage due to excessive gassing: the BatterySafe mode 
If, in order to quickly charge a battery, a high charge current in combination with a high absorption voltage 
has been chosen, the Skylla-i will prevent damage due to excessive gassing by automatically limiting the 
rate of voltage increase once the gassing voltage has been reached. 
 
Less maintenance and aging when the battery is not in use: the Storage mode 
The storage mode kicks in whenever the battery has not been subjected to discharge during 24 hours. In 
the storage mode float voltage is reduced to 2,2 V/cell (26,4 V for 24 V battery) to minimise gassing and 
corrosion of the positive plates. Once a week the voltage is raised back to the absorption level to ‘refresh’ 
the battery. This feature prevents stratification of the electrolyte and sulphation, a major cause of early 
battery failure. 
 
To increase battery life: temperature compensation 
Every Skylla-i comes with a battery temperature sensor. When connected, charge voltage will automatically 
decrease with increasing battery temperature. This feature is especially recommended for sealed lead-acid 
batteries and/or when important fluctuations of battery temperature are expected. 
 
Battery voltage sense 
In order to compensate for voltage loss due to cable resistance, the Skylla-i is provided with a voltage 
sense facility so that the battery always receives the correct charge voltage. 
 
Suitable for AC and DC supply (AC-DC and DC-DC operation) 
The chargers also accept a DC supply. 
 
Use as a power supply 
As a result of the perfectly stabilized output voltage, the Skylla-i can be used as a power supply if batteries 
or large buffer capacitors are not available. 
 
Li-Ion (LiFePO4) ready 
Simple charger on-off control can be implemented by connecting a relay or open collector optocoupler 
output from a Li-Ion BMS to the remote control port of the charger. Alternatively complete control of 
voltage and current can be achieved by connecting to the galvanically isolated CAN bus port. 
 
Learn more about batteries and battery charging 
To learn more about batteries and charging batteries, please refer to our book ‘Energy Unlimited’ (available 
free of charge from Victron Energy and downloadable from www.victronenergy.com). 

Skylla-i Battery Charger 24V 
Li-Ion ready 

Skylla-i 24/100 (3) 

Skylla-i 24/100 (1+1) 

Li-Ion ready
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BlueSolar charge controller MPPT 75/10, 75/15 & MPPT 100/15
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Ultra-fast Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
Especially in case of a clouded sky, when light intensity is changing continuously, an ultra-fast MPPT 
controller will improve energy harvest by up to 30% compared to PWM charge controllers and by up to 10% 
compared to slower MPPT controllers. 
 

Load output 
Over-discharge of the battery can be prevented by connecting all loads to the load output. The load output 
will disconnect the load when the battery has been discharged to a pre-set voltage. 
Alternatively, an intelligent battery management algorithm can be chosen: see Battery Life. 
The load output is short circuit proof. 
Some loads (especially inverters) can best be connected directly to the battery, and the inverter remote 
control connected to the load output. A special interface cable may be needed, please see the manual. 
 

Battery Life: intelligent battery management 
When a solar charge controller is not able to recharge the battery to its full capacity within one day, the result 
is often that the battery will continually be cycled between a ‘partially charged’ state and the ‘end of 
discharge’ state. This mode of operation (no regular full recharge) will destroy a lead-acid battery within 
weeks or months. 
The Battery Life algorithm will monitor the state of charge of the battery and, if needed, day by day slightly 
increase the load disconnect level (i.e. disconnect the load earlier) until the harvested solar energy is 
sufficient to recharge the battery to nearly the full 100%. From that point onwards the load disconnect level 
will be modulated so that a nearly 100% recharge is achieved about once every week. 
 

Programmable battery charge algorithm 
See the software section on our website for details 
 

Day/night timing and light dimming option 
See the software section on our website for details 
 

Programming, real-time data and history display options 
- Modern Apple and Android smartphones, tablets, macbooks and other devices: see the VE.Direct 

Bluetooth Smart  dongle and the MPPT app discovery sheet for screenshots. 
- ColorControl panel 

BlueSolar Charge Controller MPPT 75/10, 75/15 & MPPT 100/15 

Solar Charge Controller 
MPPT 75/15 

BlueSolar Charge Controller  MPPT 75/10 MPPT 75/15 MPPT 100/15 

Battery voltage 12/24V Auto Select 

Rated charge current 10A 15A 15A 

Maximum PV power, 12V   1a,b) 135W 200W 200W 

Maximum PV power, 24V   1a,b) 270W 400W 400W 

Automatic load disconnect Yes, maximum load 15A 

Maximum PV open circuit voltage 75V 100V 

Peak efficiency 98% 

Self-consumption 10 mA 

Charge voltage 'absorption' 14,4V / 28,8V (adjustable) 

Charge voltage 'float' 13,8V / 27,6V (adjustable) 

Charge algorithm multi-stage adaptive 

Temperature compensation -16 mV / °C resp. -32 mV / °C 

Continuous/peak load current 15A / 50A 

Low voltage load disconnect 
11,1V / 22,2V or 11,8V / 23,6V 

or Battery Life algorithm 

Low voltage load reconnect 
13,1V / 26,2V or 14V / 28V 
or Battery Life algorithm 

Protection 
Battery reverse polarity (fuse) 

Output short circuit / Over temperature 

Operating temperature -30 to +60°C (full rated output up to 40°C) 

Humidity 95%, non-condensing 

Data communication port 
VE.Direct 

See the data communication white paper on our website 

ENCLOSURE 

Colour Blue (RAL 5012) 

Power terminals 6 mm² / AWG10 

Protection category IP22 (connection area) 

Weight 0,5 kg 

Dimensions (h x w x d) 100 x 113 x 40 mm 

STANDARDS

Safety EN/IEC 62109 

1a) If more PV power is connected, the controller will limit input power to the stated maximum. 
1b) PV voltage must exceed Vbat + 5V for the controller to start. 
       Thereafter minimum PV voltage is Vbat + 1V 
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BlueSolar charge controller MPPT 150/45 up to 150/100
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Ultra-fast Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
Especially in case of a clouded sky, when light intensity is changing continuously, an ultra-fast MPPT 
controller will improve energy harvest by up to 30% compared to PWM charge controllers and by up 
to 10% compared to slower MPPT controllers. 
 

Advanced Maximum Power Point Detection in case of partial shading conditions 
If partial shading occurs, two or more maximum power points may be present on the power-voltage 
curve. 
Conventional MPPTs tend to lock to a local MPP, which may not be the optimum MPP. 
The innovative BlueSolar algorithm will always maximize energy harvest by locking to the optimum 
MPP. 
 

Outstanding conversion efficiency 
No cooling fan. Maximum efficiency exceeds 98%. 
 

Flexible charge algorithm 
Fully programmable charge algorithm (see the software page on our website), and eight pre-
programmed algorithms, selectable with a rotary switch (see manual for details). 
 

Extensive electronic protection 
Over-temperature protection and power derating when temperature is high. 
PV short circuit and PV reverse polarity protection. 
PV reverse current protection. 
 

Internal temperature sensor 
Compensates absorption and float charge voltage 
for temperature. 
 

Real-time data display options 
 - Apple and Android smartphones, tablets and other devices: 
   see the VE.Direct to Bluetooth Smart dongle 
 - ColorControl panel 

BlueSolar Charge Controllers with screw- or MC4 PV connection 
MPPT 150/45, MPPT 150/60, MPPT 150/70, MPPT 150/85, MPPT 150/100 

Maximum Power Point Tracking 
 
Upper curve:  
Output current (I) of a solar panel as function of 
output voltage (V). 
The Maximum Power Point (MPP) is the point 
Pmax along the curve where the product I x V 
reaches its peak. 
 
Lower curve: 
Output power P = I x V as function of output 
voltage. 
When using a PWM (not MPPT) controller the 
output voltage of the solar panel will be nearly 
equal to the voltage of the battery, and will be 
lower than Vmp.  

Solar Charge Controller 
MPPT 150/70-MC4 

BlueSolar Charge Controller MPPT 
150/45 

MPPT 
150/60 

MPPT 
150/70 

MPPT 
150/85 

MPPT 
150/100 

Battery voltage 12 / 24 / 48V Auto Select (software tool needed to select 36V) 
Rated charge current 45A 60A 70A 85A 100A 
Maximum PV power, 12V   1a,b) 650W 860W 1000W 1200W 1450W

Maximum PV power, 24V   1a,b) 1300W 1720W 2000W 2400W 2900W

Maximum PV power, 48V   1a,b) 2600W 3440W 4000W 4900W 5800W

Maximum PV open circuit voltage 150V absolute maximum coldest conditions 
145V start-up and operating maximum 

Maximum efficiency 98% 
Self-consumption 10 mA 
Charge voltage 'absorption' Default setting: 14,4 / 28,8 / 43,2 / 57,6V (adjustable) 
Charge voltage 'float' Default setting: 13,8 / 27,6 / 41,4 / 55,2V (adjustable) 
Charge algorithm multi-stage adaptive 
Temperature compensation -16 mV / -32 mV / -68 mV / °C 

Protection Battery reverse polarity (fuse, not user accessible) 
PV reverse polarity / Output short circuit / Over temperature 

Operating temperature -30 to +60°C (full rated output up to 40°C) 
Humidity 95%, non-condensing 
Data communication port and 
remote on-off VE.Direct (see the data communication whitepaper on our website) 

Parallel operation Yes (not synchronized) 

ENCLOSURE 

Colour Blue (RAL 5012) 

PV terminals   2) 
35 mm2 / AWG2 (Tr models) 

Two sets of MC4 connectors (MC4 models up to 150/70) 
Three sets of MC4 connectors (MC4 models 150/85 and 150/100) 

Battery terminals 35 mm2 / AWG2 
Protection category IP43 (electronic components), IP22 (connection area) 
Weight 3kg 4,5kg 

Dimensions (h x w x d) Tr models: 185 x 250 x 95mm
MC4 models: 215 x 250 x 95mm 

Tr models: 216 x 295 x 103mm
MC4 models: 246 x 295 x 103mm 

STANDARDS 
Safety EN/IEC 62109 
1a) If more PV power is connected, the controller will limit input power to the stated maximum. 
1b) PV voltage must exceed Vbat + 5V for the controller to start. 
       Thereafter minimum PV voltage is Vbat + 1V. 
2)   MC4 models: several splitter pairs will be needed to parallel the strings of solar panels. 

Solar Charge Controller 
MPPT 150/70-Tr 

with screw- or MC4 PV connection
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Features 
- Load output with low battery voltage disconnect function. 
- Lighting control function, one timer only. 
- Two digit seven segment display for quick and easy setting of the load output functionality, including 

timer setting. 
- Three stage battery charging (bulk, absorption, float), not programmable. 
- Load output protected against over load and short circuit. 
- Protected against reverse polarity connection of the solar array and/or battery. 

 
Day/night timing options
See manual for details 

BlueSolar PWM-Light Charge Controllers 

BlueSolar PWM-Light 10A 

BlueSolar PWM-Light 12/24-5 12/24-10 12/24-20 12/24-30 

Battery Voltage 12/24 V with automatic system voltage detection 

Rated charge current 5A 10A 20A 30A 

Automatic load disconnect Yes 

Maximum solar voltage 28V / 55V (1) 

Self-consumption < 10 mA 

Load output Manual control + low voltage disconnect 

Protection Battery reverse polarity (fuse)          Output short circuit         Over temperature 

Overload protection 

Shut down after 60 s in case of 130% load 

Shut down after 5 s in case of 160% load 

Short circuit: immediate shut down 

Grounding Common positive 

Operating temp. range -20 to +50°C (full load) 

Humidity (non-condensing) Max 95% 

                          BATTERY 

Charge voltage 'absorption' 14.2V / 28,4V 

Charge voltage 'float' 13.8V / 27,6V 

Low voltage load disconnect 11,2V / 22,4V 

Low voltage load reconnect 
12,6V / 25,2V (manual) 

13,1V / 26,2V (automatic) 

ENCLOSURE 

Protection class IP20 

Terminal size 5 mm² / AWG10 

Weight 0,15kg 0,2kg 

Dimensions (h x w x d) 70 x 133 x 33,5 mm (2.8 x 5.3 x 1.3 inch) 

STANDARDS 

Safety IEC 62109-1 

EMC EN 61000-6-1, EN 61000-6-3, ISO 7637-2 

 
1) For 12V use 36 cell solar panels 
    For 24V use 72 cell solar panels 
   or 2x 36 cell in series 

2) The controller switches to the lower float voltage level 2 
hours after the absorption voltage has been reached. 
Whenever the battery voltage becomes lower than 13V, a new 
charge cycle is triggered.

 

BlueSolar PWM-Light charge controllers
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The problem: the service life of an expensive battery bank can be substantially shortened due to state of charge unbalance 
One battery with a slightly higher internal leakage current in a 24V or 48V bank of several series/parallel connected batteries will cause 
undercharge of that battery and parallel connected batteries, and overcharge of the series connected batteries. Moreover, when new cells 
or batteries are connected in series, they should all have the same initial state of charge. Small differences will be ironed out during 
absorption or equalize charging, but large differences will result in damage due to excessive gassing (caused by overcharging) of the 
batteries with the higher initial state of charge and sulphation (caused by undercharging) of the batteries with the lower initial state of 
charge. 
 
The Solution: battery balancing 
The Battery Balancer equalizes the state of charge of two series connected 12V batteries, or of several parallel strings of series connected 
batteries. 
When the charge voltage of a 24V battery system increases to more than 27,3V, the Battery Balancer will turn on and compare the voltage 
over the two series connected batteries. The Battery Balancer will draw a current of up to 0,7A from the battery (or parallel connected 
batteries) with the highest voltage. The resulting charge current differential will ensure that all batteries will converge to the same state of 
charge. 
 
If needed, several balancers can be paralleled. 
A 48V battery bank can be balanced with three Battery Balancers. 
 
LED indicators 
Green: on (battery voltage > 27,3V) 
Orange: lower battery leg active (deviation > 0,1V) 
Orange: upper battery leg active (deviation > 0,1V) 
Red: alarm (deviation > 0,2V). Remains on until the deviation has reduced to less than 0,14V, or until system voltage drops to less than 
26,6V. 
 
Alarm relay 
Normally open. The alarm relay closes when the red LED switches on and opens when the red LED switches off. 
 
Alarm reset 
Two terminals are available to connect a push button. Interconnecting the two terminals resets the relay. 
The reset condition will remain active until the alarm is over. Thereafter the relay will close again when a new alarm occurs. 
 
Even more insight and control with the midpoint monitoring function of the BMV-702 Battery Monitor 
The BMV-702 measures the midpoint of a string of cells or batteries. It displays the deviation from the ideal midpoint in volts or percent. 
Separate deviation percentages can be set to trigger a visual/audible alarm and to close a potential free relay contact for remote alarm 
purposes. 
Please see the manual of the BMV-702 for more information about battery balancing. 
 
Learn more about batteries and battery charging 
To learn more about batteries and charging batteries, please refer to our book ‘Energy Unlimited’ (available free of charge from Victron 
Energy and downloadable from www.victronenergy.com). 

Victron Battery Balancer 
 

Battery Balancer connected to two series 
connected 12V batteries (24V system) 

Three Battery Balancers connected to four series 
connected 12V batteries (48V system) 

Battery Balancer
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OPzS Solar type 
OPzS 
Solar 
910 

OPzS 
Solar 
1210 

OPzS 
Solar 
1520 

OPzS 
Solar 
1830 

OPzS 
Solar 
2280 

OPzS 
Solar 
3040 

OPzS 
Solar 
3800 

OPzS 
Solar 
4560 

Nominal capacity (120hr / 20ºC) 910Ah 1210Ah 1520Ah 1830Ah 2280Ah 3040Ah 3800Ah 4560Ah 

Capacity (10 hr / 20ºC) 640Ah 853Ah 1065Ah 1278Ah 1613Ah 2143Ah 2675Ah 3208Ah 
Capacity  2 / 5 / 10  hours 
(% of 10hr capacity) 60 / 85 / 100 (@ 68ºF/20ºC, end of discharge 1,8 Volt per cell) 

Capacity  20 / 24 / 48 / 72  hours 
(% of 120hr capacity) 77 / 80 / 89 / 95 (@ 68ºF/20ºC, end of discharge 1,85 Volt per cell) 

Capacity  100 / 120 / 240  hours 
(% of 120hr capacity) 99 / 100 / 104 (@ 68ºF/20ºC, end of discharge 1,85 Volt per cell) 

Self-discharge @ 70ºF/20ºC 3% per month 

Absorption voltage (V) @ 70ºF/20ºC 2,35 to 2,50V/cell    (28,2 to 30,0V for a 24 Volt battery) 

Float voltage (V) @ 70ºF/20ºC 2,23 to 2,30V/cell    (26,8 to 27,6V for a 24 Volt battery) 

Storage voltage (V) @ 70ºF/20ºC 2,18 to 2,22V/cell    (26,2 to 26,6V for a 24 Volt battery) 

Float design life @ 70ºF/20ºC 20 years 

Cycle design life @ 80% discharge 1500 

Cycle design life @ 50% discharge 2800 

Cycle design life @ 30% discharge 5200 

Dimensions (lxwxh, mm) 145 x 206 
 x 711 

 210 x 191  
x 711 

210 x 233 
x 711 

210 x 275 
x 711 

210 x 275 
x 861 

212 x 397  
x 837 

212 x 487  
x 837 

212 x 576   
x 837 

Dimensions (lxwxh, inches) 5,7 x 8,1 
 x 28 

8,3 x 7,5 
 x 28 

8,3 x 9,2 
x 28 

8,3 x 10,8  
x 28 

8,3  x 10,8  
x 33,9 

8,4  x15,6  
x 32,9 

8,4  x 19,2  
x 32,9 

8,4  x 22,7  
x 32,9 

Weight without acid (kg / pounds) 35 / 77 46 / 101 57 / 126 66 / 146 88 / 194 115 / 254 145 / 320 170 / 375 

Weight with acid (kg / pounds) 50 / 110 65 / 143 80 / 177 93 / 205 119 / 262 160 / 253 200 / 441 240 / 530 

   
   
   

 
 

 

Long life flooded tubular plate batteries 
Design life: >20 years at 20ºC, >10 years at 30ºC, >5 years at 40ºC. 
Cycling expectancy of up to 1500 cycles at 80% depth of discharge. 
Manufactured according to DIN 40736, EN 60896 and IEC 61427. 
 
Low maintenance 
Under normal operating conditions and 20ºC, distilled water has to be added every 2 - 3 years. 
 
Dry-charged or ready for use electrolyte filled 
The batteries are available filled with electrolyte or dry-charged (for long term stocking, container transport or 
air transport). Dry charged batteries have to be filled with diluted sulfuric acid (density 1,24kg/l @ 20ºC). 
The electrolyte may be stronger for cold- or weaker for hot climates. 
 
Learn more about batteries and battery charging 
To learn more about batteries and charging batteries, please refer to our book ‘Energy Unlimited’ (available free 
of charge from Victron Energy and downloadable from www.victronenergy.com). 

OPzS Solar Batteries 
 

OPzS Solar Batteries 910   

OPzS Solar 910
4 OPzV 200 – 6 OPzV 600

Cell interconnection 

w
idth 

length 

OPzS Solar 1210 - 2280
8 OPzV 800 – 12 OPzV 1500

OPzS Solar 3040
16 OPzV 2000

OPzS Solar 3800 - 4560
20 OPzV 2500 – 24 OPzV 300088

Gel and AGM batteries
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1. VRLA technology 
VRLA stands for Valve Regulated Lead Acid, which means the batteries are sealed. Gas will escape through the safety valves only 
in case of overcharging or cell failure. 
VRLA batteries are maintenance free for life. 
 
2. Sealed (VRLA) AGM Batteries 
AGM stands for Absorbent Glass Mat. In these batteries the electrolyte is absorbed into a glass-fibre mat between the plates by 
capillary action. As explained in our book ‘Energy Unlimited’, AGM batteries are more suitable for short-time delivery of very 
high currents (engine starting) than gel batteries. 
 
3. Sealed (VRLA) Gel Batteries 
Here the electrolyte is immobilized as gel. Gel batteries in general have a longer service life and better cycle capacity than AGM 
batteries. 
 
4. Low Self-Discharge 
Because of the use of lead calcium grids and high purity materials, Victron VRLA batteries can be stored during long periods of 
time without recharge. The rate of self-discharge is less than 2% per month at 20°C. The self-discharge doubles for every 
increase in temperature by 10°C. 
Victron VRLA batteries can therefore be stored for up to a year without recharging, if kept under cool conditions. 
 
5. Exceptional Deep Discharge Recovery 
Victron VRLA batteries have exceptional discharge recovery, even after deep or prolonged discharge. 
Nevertheless repeatedly deep and prolonged discharge, have a very negative effect on the service life of all lead acid batteries, 
Victron batteries are no exception. 
 
6. Battery Discharging Characteristics 
The rated capacity of Victron AGM and Gel Deep Cycle batteries refers to 20 hour discharge, in other words: a discharge current 
of 0,05 C. 
The rated capacity of Victron Tubular Plate Long Life batteries refers to 10 hours discharge. 
The effective capacity decreases with increasing discharge current (see table 1). Please note that the capacity reduction will be 
even faster in case of a constant power load, such as an inverter. 
 

Discharg time 
(constant 
current)

End
Voltage

V

AGM
‘Deep 
Cycle’

%

Gel
‘Deep
Cycle’

%

Gel
‘Long
Life’

%
20 hours 10,8 100 100 112
10 hours 10,8 92 87 100
5 hours 10,8 85 80 94
3 hours 10,8 78 73 79
1 hour 9,6 65 61 63

30 min. 9,6 55 51 45
15 min. 9,6 42 38 29
10 min. 9,6 38 34 21
5 min. 9,6 27 24
5 seconds 8 C 7 C

 
 
 
 
Our AGM deep cycle batteries have excellent high current performance and are therefore recommended for high current 
applications such as engine starting. Due to their construction, Gel batteries have a lower effective capacity at high discharge 
currents. On the other hand, Gel batteries have a longer service life, both under float and cycling conditions. 
 
7. Effect of temperature on service life 
High temperature has a very negative effect on service life. The service life of Victron batteries as a function of temperature is 
shown in table 2. 
 

Average
Temperature

AGM
‘Deep 
Cycle’

years

Gel
‘Deep 
Cycle’

years

Gel
‘Long
Life’

years
20°C / 68°F 7 - 10 12 20
30°C / 86°F 4 6 10
40°C / 104°F 2 3 5

 

Gel and AGM Batteries 
 

Table 2: Design service life of Victron batteries under float service

Table 1: Effective capacity as a function of discharge time 
(the lowest row gives the maximum allowable 5 seconds discharge current) 

AGM Battery 
12V 90Ah 

GEL OPzV 2V cell 
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Why lithium-iron-phosphate? 
 
Lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePO4 or LFP) is the safest of the mainstream li-ion battery types. The nominal 
voltage of a LFP cell is 3,2V (lead-acid: 2V/cell). A 12,8V LFP battery therefore consists of 4 cells connected in 
series; and a 25,6V battery consists of 8 cells connected in series. 
 
Rugged 
A lead-acid battery will fail prematurely due to sulfation: 

• If it operates in deficit mode during long periods of time (i.e. if the battery is rarely, or never at all, 
fully charged). 

• If it is left partially charged or worse, fully discharged (yacht or mobile home during wintertime). 
 
A LFP battery does not need to be fully charged. Service life even slightly improves in case of partial charge 
instead of a full charge. This is a major advantage of LFP compared to lead-acid. 
Other advantages are the wide operating temperature range, excellent cycling performance, low internal 
resistance and high efficiency (see below). 
 
LFP is therefore the chemistry of choice for very demanding applications. 
 
Efficient 
In several applications (especially off-grid solar and/or wind), energy efficiency can be of crucial importance. 
The round trip energy efficiency (discharge from 100% to 0% and back to 100% charged) of the average lead-
acid battery is 80%. 
The round trip energy efficiency of a LFP battery is 92%. 
The charge process of lead-acid batteries becomes particularly inefficient when the 80% state of charge has 
been reached, resulting in efficiencies of 50% or even less in solar systems where several days of reserve energy 
is required (battery operating in 70% to 100% charged state). 
In contrast, a LFP battery will still achieve 90% efficiency under shallow discharge conditions. 
 
Size and weight 
Saves up to 70% in space 
Saves up to 70% in weight 
 
Expensive? 
LFP batteries are expensive when compared to lead-acid. But in demanding applications, the high initial cost 
will be more than compensated by longer service life, superior reliability and excellent efficiency. 
 
Endless flexibility 
LFP batteries are easier to charge than lead-acid batteries. The charge voltage may vary from 14 V to 16 V (as 
long as no cell is subjected to more than 4,2 V), and they do not need to be fully charged. Therefore several 
batteries can be connected in parallel and no damage will occur if some batteries are less charged than others. 
 
With or without Battery Management System (BMS)? 
Important facts: 
    1. A LFP cell will fail if the voltage over the cell falls to less than 2,5V (note: recovery by charging with a low 
current, less than 0,1C, is sometimes possible). 
    2. A LFP cell will fail if the voltage over the cell increases to more than 4,2V. 
Lead-acid batteries will eventually also be damaged when discharged too deeply or overcharged, but not 
immediately. A lead-acid battery will recover from total discharge even after it has been left in discharged state 
during days or weeks (depending on battery type and brand). 
    3. The cells of a LFP battery do not auto-balance at the end of the charge cycle. 
The cells in a battery are not 100% identical. Therefore, when cycled, some cells will be fully charged or 
discharged earlier than others. The differences will increase if the cells are not balanced/equalized from time to 
time. 
In a lead-acid battery a small current will continue to flow even after one or more cells are fully charged (the 
main effect of this current is decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen). This current helps to fully 
charge other cells that are lagging behind, thus equalizing the charge state of all cells. 
 
The current which flows through a fully-charged LFP cell however, is nearly zero, and lagging cells will therefore 
not be fully charged. Over time the differences between cells may become so extreme that, even though the 
overall battery voltage is within limits, some cells will fail due to over- or under voltage. Cell balancing is 
therefore highly recommended. 
 
In addition to cell balancing, a BMS will: 

- Prevent cell under voltage by timely disconnecting the load. 
- Prevent cell overvoltage by reducing charge current or stopping the charge process. 
- Shut down the system in case of over temperature. 

A BMS is therefore indispensable to prevent damage to Li-ion batteries. 

12,8 Volt Lithium-Iron-Phosphate Batteries 

12,8V 90Ah LiFePO4 Battery 

12,8V 300Ah LiFePO4 Battery 
(only one data cable shown) 
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The advantages of a Lithium-ion battery over conventional lead-acid batteries 
• High energy density: more energy with less weight; 

• High charge currents (shortens the charge period); 

• High discharge currents (enabling for example electrical cooking on a small battery bank); 

• Long battery life (up to six times the battery life of a conventional battery); 

• High efficiency between charging and discharging (very little energy loss due to heat development); 

• Higher continuous power available. 

 
Why Lithium-Iron-Phosphate? 
Lithium-Iron-Phosphate (LiFePO4 or LFP) is the safest of the mainstream Li-ion battery types. The nominal 
voltage of a LFP cell is 3,2V (lead-acid: 2V / cell). A 25,6V LFP battery consists of 8 cells connected in series. 
 

The advantages of the Victron Lynx Lithium-ion battery system 
The modular system used adds the following advantages:  

• The Victron Lithium-Ion Battery System is easy to install due to its modularity. No complicated wiring 

diagrams are required. 

• Detailed information is available on the waterproof Ion Control display. 

• The 350A relay in the Lynx-Ion provides maximum safety: in case the chargers or loads do not respond 

to the commands from the Lynx-Ion, the main safety relay will open to prevent permanent damage to 
the batteries.  

• For typical marine installations there is an extra small output, so you can still power the bilge pump 

and disconnect all other house loads by opening the 350 A relay.  

 
Complete system 
A complete system consists of: 

• One or more 24V 180Ah Lithium-Ion batteries. 

• (optional) The Lynx Power In, a modular dc bus bar. 

• The Lynx Ion is the Battery Management System (BMS) that controls the batteries. A 350 Ampere 

safety contactor is inside the Lynx Ion. 

• The Lynx Shunt VE.Can, a battery monitor including the main fuse. Note that the fuse needs to be 

purchased separately. 

• (optional) The Lynx Distributor, a DC distribution system with fuses. 

• (optional) The Ion Control, a digital control panel. 

 

24V 180Ah Lithium-Ion Batteries 
The base of the Victron Lithium-Ion Battery System is formed by individual 24V / 180Ah Lithium-ion batteries. 
They have a built-in Cell Management System (BMS) which protects the battery on a cell level. It monitors 

individual cell voltage and system temperature, and actively balances the individual cells. All measured 
parameters are sent to the Lynx Ion which monitors the system as a whole. 
 

Lynx Ion 
The Lynx Ion is the BMS. It contains the 350A safety contactor, and controls the cell-balancing, charging and 

discharging of the system. The Lynx Ion will protect the battery pack from both overcharging and depletion. 
When an overcharge is imminent, it will signal the charging devices to decrease or stop charging. This is done 
with the VE.Can bus (NMEA2000) compatible, and also via the two available open/close contacts. Same when the 

battery is nearing empty, and there is no charging capability available. It will signal big loads to switch off.  
 
For both overcharging and depletion there is a last safety resort, the built-in 350 A contactor. In case signalling 

etcetera does not stop the imminent overcharge or depletion, it will open the contactor.  
 

NMEA2000 Canbus 
Communication with the outside world is done via the VE.Can protocol. 
 
Ion Control 
See the separate Ion Control datasheet for more information on the display. 

24V 180Ah Lithium-Ion Battery and Lynx Ion

24V 180Ah Lithium-Ion Battery 

Lynx Ion 

Ion control: Main screen 

Ion control: History screen 

Ion control: Lynx Ion Status 
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Battery Monitor BMV-700 BMV-702 
BMV-702 BLACK BMV-700HS

Supply voltage range 6,5 - 95 VDC 6,5 - 95 VDC 60 – 385 VDC

Current draw, back light off < 4mA < 4mA < 4mA

Input voltage range, auxiliary battery n. a. 6,5 - 95 VDC n. a.

Battery capacity (Ah) 20 - 9999 Ah

Operating temperature range -40   +50°C   (-40 - 120°F)
Measures voltage of second battery, or 
temperature, or midpoint No Yes  No

Temperature measurement range -20   +50°C n. a.

VE.Direct communication port Yes Yes Yes

Relay 60V / 1A normally open (function can be inverted)

RESOLUTION & ACCURACY (with a  500 A shunt)

Current ± 0,01A

Voltage ± 0,01V

Amp hours ± 0,1 Ah

State of charge (0 – 100%) ± 0,1%

Time to go ± 1 min

Temperature (0 - 50°C or 30 - 120°F) n. a. ± 1°C/°F n. a.

Accuracy of current measurement ± 0,4%

Accuracy of voltage measurement ± 0,3%

INSTALLATION & DIMENSIONS

Installation Flush mount

Front 63mm diameter

Front bezel 69 x 69mm  (2.7 x 2.7 inch)

Body diameter 52mm   (2.0 inch)

Body depth 31mm   (1.2 inch)

STANDARDS

Safety EN 60335-1

Emission / Immunity EN 55014-1 / EN 55014-2

Automotive ECE R10-4 / EN 50498

ACCESSORIES  
Shunt (included) 500A / 50mV

Cables (included) 10 meter 6 core UTP with RJ12 connectors, 
and cable with fuse for ‘+’ connection

Temperature sensor Optional (ASS000100000)

     
  

Color Control 
The powerful Linux computer, hidden 
behind the colour display and buttons, 
collects data from all Victron equipment and 
shows it on the display. Besides 
communicating with Victron equipment, the 
Color Control communicates through CAN 
bus (NMEA2000), Ethernet and USB. 
Data can be stored and analysed on the VRM 
Portal. 

1000A/50mV, 2000A/50mV and 600A/50mV shunt 
The quick connect PCB on the standard 500A/50mV shunt can also be mounted on these 
shunts. 

Victron Global Remote 
The Global Remote is a modem which sends alarms, 
warnings and system status reports to cellular phones via 
text messages (SMS). It can also log data from Victron 
Battery Monitors, MultiPlus units, Quattros and Inverters 
to a website through a GPRS connection to the VRM 
Portal. Access to this website is free of charge. 
VE.Direct to Global remote Interface cable needed 
(ASS030534000).

Interface cables 
- VE.Direct cables to connect a BMV 70x to the Color Control (ASS030530xxx)
- VE.Direct to USB interface (ASS030530000) to connect several BMV 70x to the Color Control 
   or to a computer. 
- VE.Direct to Global remote interface to connect a BMV 70x to a Global Remote. 
  (ASS030534000) 

The PC application software BMV-Reader will show all current readings on a computer, 
including history data. It can also log the data to a CSV formatted file. It is available for free, 
and can be downloaded from our website at the Support and downloads section. Connect 
the BMV to the computer with the VE.Direct to USB interface, ASS030530000.

A maximum of four BMVs can be connected directly to the Color Control. 
Even more BMVs can be connected to a USB Hub for central monitoring. 

Battery Balancer (BMS012201000) 
The Battery Balancer equalizes the state of 
charge of two series connected 12V batteries, or 
of several parallel strings of series connected 
batteries. 
When the charge voltage of a 24V battery 
system increases to more than 27V, the Battery 
Balancer will turn on and compare the voltage 
over the two series connected batteries. The 
Battery Balancer will draw a current of up to 1A 
from the battery (or parallel connected 
batteries) with the highest voltage. The resulting 
charge current differential will ensure that all 
batteries will converge to the same state of 
charge. 
 
If needed, several balancers can be paralleled. 
 
A 48V battery bank can be balanced with three 
Battery Balancers. 

With the VE.Direct to 
Bluetooth Smart dongle real 
time data and alarms can be 
displayed on Apple and 
Android smartphones, 
tablets, macbooks and other 
devices. 
 
Also use your smartphone to 
adjust settings! 
 
(the VE.Direct to Bluetooth 
Smart dongle must be 
ordered separately) 

See the VictronConnect BMV app Discovery Sheet for more screenshots 
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Quattro inverter/charger 3kVA - 5kVA 120V

 
 www.victronenergy.com 
 

 

Two AC inputs with integrated transfer switch 
The Quattro can be connected to two independent AC sources, for example shore-side power and a generator, or two 
generators. The Quattro will automatically connect to the active source. 
 
Two AC Outputs 
The main output has no-break functionality. The Quattro takes over the supply to the connected loads in the event of a 
grid failure or when shore/generator power is disconnected. This happens so fast (less than 20 milliseconds) that 
computers and other electronic equipment will continue to operate without disruption. 
The second output is live only when AC is available on one of the inputs of the Quattro. Loads that should not discharge 
the battery, like a water heater for example, can be connected to this output. 
 
Virtually unlimited power thanks to parallel operation 
Up to 6 Quattro units can operate in parallel. Six units 48/5000/70, for example, will provide 27 kW / 30 kVA output 
power and 420 Amps charging capacity. 
 
Three phase capability 
Three units can be configured for three-phase output. But that’s not all: up to 6 sets of three units can be parallel 
connected to provide 81 kW / 90 kVA inverter power and 1260 A charging capacity. 
 
Split phase options 
Two units can be stacked to provide 120-0-120 V, and additional units can be paralleled up to a total of 6 units per 
phase, to supply up to 30 kW / 36 kVA of split phase power. 
Alternatively, a split phase AC source can be obtained by connecting our autotransformer (see data sheet on 
www.victronenergy.com) to a ‘European’ inverter programmed to supply 240 V / 6 0Hz. 
 
PowerControl – Dealing with limited generator, shore-side or grid power 
The Quattro is a very powerful battery charger. It will therefore draw a lot of current from the generator or shore side 
supply (Up to 40 A per 5 kVA Quattro at 120 VAC). A current limit can be set on each AC input. The Quattro will then take 
account of other AC loads and use whatever is spare for charging, thus preventing the generator or shore supply from 
being overloaded. 
 
PowerAssist – Boosting shore or generator power 
This feature takes the principle of PowerControl to a further dimension allowing the Quattro to supplement the 
capacity of the alternative source. Where peak power is so often required only for a limited period, the Quattro will 
make sure that insufficient shore or generator power is immediately compensated for by power from the battery. When 
the load reduces, the spare power is used to recharge the battery. 
 
Solar energy: AC power available even during a grid failure 
The Quattro can be used in off grid as well as grid connected PV and other alternative energy systems. 
 
System configuring 

- In case of a stand-alone application, if settings have to be changed, this can be done in a matter of 
minutes with a DIP switch setting procedure. 

- Parallel and three phase applications can be configured with VE.Bus Quick Configure and VE.Bus System 
Configurator software. 

- Off grid, grid interactive and self-consumption applications, involving grid-tie inverters and/or MPPT 
Solar Chargers can be configured with Assistants (dedicated software for specific applications). 

 

On-site Monitoring and control 
Several options are available: Battery Monitor, Multi Control Panel, Ve.Net Blue Power panel, Color Control 
panel, smartphone or tablet (Bluetooth Smart), laptop or computer (USB or RS232). 
 

Remote Monitoring and control 
Victron Ethernet Remote, Victron Global Remote and the Color Control Panel. 
Data can be stored and displayed on our VRM (Victron Remote Management) website, free of charge. 
 

Remote configuring 
When connected to the Ethernet, systems with a Color Control panel can be accessed and settings can be 
changed. 
 

Quattro 
24/5000/120-100/100 

Quattro Inverter/Charger 3 kVA and 5 kVA 
(120 V / 60 Hz) Lithium-Ion battery compatible 

Color Control panel, showing a 
PV application 

Lithium Ion battery compatible
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EasySolar 24V and 48V, 3000VA

 
 www.victronenergy.com 
 

Victron Energy B.V. | De Paal 35 | 1351 JG Almere | The Netherlands 
General phone: +31 (0)36 535 97 00 | Fax: +31 (0)36 535 97 40 
E-mail: sales@victronenergy.com | www.victronenergy.com 

 
The all-in-one solar power solution

All-in-one solar power solution 
The EasySolar combines two MPPT solar charge controller and an inverter/charger in one 
enclosure. 
The product is easy to install, with a minimum of wiring. 
 
Two solar charge controllers: 2x Blue Solar MPPT 100/50, 0r 2x Blue Solar MPPT 150/35 
Up to six strings of PV panels can be connected to six sets of MC4 (PV-ST01) PV connectors. 
 
The inverter/charger: MultiPlus Compact 24/3000/70-50 or 48/3000/35-50 
The MPPT charge controllers and the MultiPlus inverter/charger share the DC battery connection. 
The batteries can be charged with solar power (2x BlueSolar MPPT) and/or with AC power 
(inverter/charger) from the utility grid or a genset. 
 
PowerAssist 
Unique PowerAssist technology protects the utility or generator supply from being overloaded by 
adding extra inverter power when needed. 
 
Unique solar application software 
Several software programs (Assistants) are available to configure the system for various grid 
interactive or stand-alone applications. Please see http://www.victronenergy.nl/support-and-
downloads/software/

EasySolar 24V and 48V, 3000VA 
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Why 2,3 kWh?
Whenever PV output exceeds consumption, storing excess output for later use 
will increase self-consumption. 

However
-  PV harvest will fluctuate from season to season, from day to day and also within the day.
- Electricity consumption is likewise fluctuating: working days, weekends and holiday 

periods will all result in different consumption patterns.

A 2,3 kWh Li-ion battery is an efficient solution for a two person energy conscious household.
Energy consumption from dusk to dawn will be 2 kWh or more, even when no energy hungry 
appliances like a dishwasher or clothes dryer are used. A fully charged 2,3 kWh battery will there-
fore be discharged before the sun starts shining again.

The average household with two children would fully utilize a 4,6 kWh Li-ion battery; one addi-
tional battery module.

100%

50%

10%

100%

50%

10%

Typical seasonal variations at roughly 50 degrees latitude ~ Seattle, London, Amsterdam, Berlin, 
München ~  with battery and without battery.

Sizing the PV array
Sufficient energy must be 
harvested to recharge the 
battery and to power the 
home, even on a reasonably 
clear winter day.

At roughly 50 degrees 
latitude (Seattle, 
London, Amsterdam, Berlin, 
München) the two person 
energy conscious household 
will need a 2,5 kWp array. 
A four person household 
would need a 5 kWp array.

At roughly 30 to 40 degrees 
latitude (Los Angeles, 
Marseille, Sevilla) a 1 kWp 
resp. 2 kWp array will do.

A larger PV array will increase 
feedback into the grid, but 
not substantially increase 
battery utilization and self 
sufficiency.

Increasing storage capacity
More battery storage 
capacity will reduce feedback 
into the grid and increase self 
sufficiency, especially during 
the summer season. 
To increase self sufficiency 
during wintertime both the 
battery and the PV array have 
to be enlarged.

Two person energy conscious household 
Consumption: 2500 kWh per year 
PV array:  2,5 kWp 
Battery:   2,3 kWh Li-ion

Four person energy conscious household 
Consumption: 4500 kWh per year 
PV array:  5 kWp 
Battery:   4,6 kWh Li-ion

Solar yield
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PV Production
Self-consumption
Self sufficiency
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Energy. Anytime. Anywhere.
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Phoenix Inverter 
12 Volt 
24 Volt 
4  Volt 

12/250 
24/250 
4 /250 

12/3 5 
24/3 5 
4 /3 5 

12/500 
24/500 
4 /500 

Cont. power at 25 C   (1) 250VA 3 5VA 500VA 

Cont. power at 25 C / 40 C 200 / 1 5W 300 / 260W 400/350W 

Peak power  400W 00W 00W 

Output AC voltage / frequency (adjustable) 230VAC /- 3     50Hz or 60Hz /- 0,1  

Input voltage range ,2 - 1  / 1 ,4 - 34,0 / 36,  - 62,0V 

DC low shut down (adjustable) ,3 / 1 ,6 / 3 ,2V 

DC low restart and alarm (adjustable)   10,  / 21,  / 43,6V 

Battery charged detect (adjustable) 14,0 / 2 ,0 / 56,0V 

Max. efficiency  /  /   /  / 0  0 / 0 / 1  

Zero-load power 4,2 / 5,2 / , W 5,6 / 6,1 / ,5W 6 / 6,5 / W 

Default zero-load power in ECO mode 
(default retry interval: 2,5 s, adjustable) 

0,  / 1,3 / 2,5W 0,  / 1,4 / 2,6W 1 / 1,5 / 3,0 

ECO mode stop and start power setting Adjustable  

Protection  (2) a - f 

Operating temperature range -40 to 65 C (fan assisted cooling)            (derate 1,25  per C above 25 C) 

Humidity (non-condensing) max 5  

ENCLOSU E 

Material  Colour Steel chassis and plastic cover  (blue al 5012) 

Battery-connection Screw terminals 

Maximum cable cross-section 10 mm  / AW  10 mm  / AW  10 mm  / AW  

Standard AC outlets 
Schuko (CEE /4), IEC-320 (male plug included) 

UK (BS 1363), AU/NZ (AS/NZS 3112) 

Protection category IP 21 

Weight 2,4kg / 5,3lbs 3,0kg / 6,6lbs 3, kg / .5lbs 

Dimensions (hxwxd, mm) 
                         (hxwxd, inch) 

6x165x260 
3.4x6.5x10.2 

6x165x260 
3.4x6.5x10.2 

6x1 2x2 5 
3,4x6, x10,  

ACCESSO IES 

emote on-off es 

Automatic transfer switch Filax 

STANDA DS 

Safety EN/IEC 60335-1 / EN/IEC 6210 -1 

EMC EN 55014-1 / EN 55014-2 / IEC 61000-6-1 / IEC 61000-6-3 

Automotive Directive 2004/104/EC      EN 504  

1) Nonlinear load, crest factor 3:1 
2) Protection key: 
     a) output short circuit 
     b) overload 
     c) battery voltage too high 
     d) battery voltage too low 
     e) temperature too high 
     f) DC ripple too high 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

    
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

attery Alarm 
An excessively high or low battery voltage is indicated by 
an audible and visual alarm, and a relay for remote 
signalling. 
 

 
 

 
V attery onitor 

The BMV Battery Monitor features an advanced microprocessor control system combined 
with high resolution measuring systems for battery voltage and charge/discharge current. 
Besides this, the software includes complex calculation algorithms to exactly determine the 
state of charge of the battery. The BMV selectively displays battery voltage, current, 
consumed Ah or time to go. The monitor also stores a host of data regarding performance 
and use of the battery. 

 
 

VE.Direct luetooth Smart dongle 
must be ordered separately  
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